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Abstract: The next generation of connected and autonomous vehicles will be equipped with high
numbers of antennas operating in a wide frequency range for communications and environment
sensing. The study of 3D spatial angular responses and the radiation patterns modified by vehicular
structure will allow for better integration of the associated communication and sensing antennas.
The use of near-field monostatic focusing, applied with frequency-dimension scale translation and
differential imaging, offers a novel imaging application. The objective of this paper is to theoretically
and experimentally study the method of obtaining currents produced by an antenna radiating on
top of a vehicular platform using differential imaging. The experimental part of the study focuses
on measuring a scaled target using an imaging system operating in a terahertz band—from 220 to
330 GHz—that matches a 5G frequency band according to frequency-dimension scale translation.
The results show that the induced currents are properly estimated using this methodology, and that
the influence of the bandwidth is assessed.
Keywords: frequency-dimension scale; terahertz; measurements; differential imaging

1. Introduction
The future generation of connected vehicle, along with the autonomous vehicle it evolves into,
will require significantly increasing the number of antennas on its surface operating at different
frequency bands from sub-6 GHz to millimeter-wave (mmWave), as effective communication and
environment sensing are ensured in this way in respect of other vehicles and different base-stations [1].
The operation of these antennas and a focus on a 3D spatial angular response (3D radiation pattern)
may be significantly influenced (perturbed) by the nearby vehicular structure. The task of studying
these effects may require ascertaining the distribution of the currents induced by the antenna on the
vehicular surface by means of numerical or experimental methods. The process of obtaining these
currents for realistic vehicle geometries, especially when using experimental techniques, may require
complex and bulky setups.
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The new imaging systems operating in terahertz frequencies provide a very interesting tool that is
applicable for solving the stated problem in relation to the estimation of the induced currents on the
vehicular structure by the antenna. This imaging system provides the reconstructed image and shape
obtained via the scattered field of metallic or non-metallic targets [2].
The concept of using terahertz frequencies and imaging techniques has been reviewed in order
to confirm its applicability to the present problem. In [3], the ultrawide-band (UWB) imaging radar
system used in this paper is tested at mmWave and terahertz bands, validating the spatial resolution
on the order of millimeters and its imaging capabilities. The work presented in [4] is an imaging
system that inspects a polymer radome in the frequency range of 70–170 GHz, reporting good
performance in resolution and proposing to increase the frequency up to 300 GHz for improved
resolution. Continuing with frequencies around 300 GHz, the three-dimensional (3D) imaging system
presented in [5] is a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) operating at 340 GHz, utilizing the Fourier transform
in two dimensions for the reconstruction process. In [6], the operating frequency is increased to
522 GHz. Finally, to conclude the background review, a novel reconstruction process in time domain
operating in the microwave and mmWave frequency bands is presented in [7].
Extensive discussion has focused on the structural scattering and the scattering of an antenna’s
radiation mode [8]. It is intended to reconstruct the currents associated with scattering of the radiation
mode of an antenna.
The main objective of this paper is to investigate the distribution of currents induced by the antenna
on the vehicular surface by means of differential image reconstruction processes, and using a previously
developed multi-frequency system [3] operating in the terahertz frequency band and extending this
concept to explore an area. This experimental method is a non-invasive way of obtaining the induced
currents without placing the antenna in the supporting structure. A frequency-dimension scale
translation is applied to reduce complexity from an experimental point of view. As the defining aspect,
a differential imaging concept is exploited to process the images captured during the experiment. In this
specific case of measurements, it could be applied to the study and optimization of the co-location
of several antenna systems in vehicles. To the authors’ best knowledge, the uniqueness of this
paper concerns dealing with a differential imaging method to obtain the current distribution without
influencing the measure.
As discussed previously, the terahertz imaging radar system makes it possible to obtain the spatial
distribution of the reflectivity of an object for the analytical and experimental assessment of induced
currents in the vehicle structure. This system uses a double focal system with an independent transmitter
antenna and receiver antenna, being connected to both ports of a vector network analyzer (VNA) to
obtain the scattering parameters over a defined frequency range [3]. Using frequency-dimension scale
translation, and as a proof-of-concept, the behavior of a car with a length of 4.5 m operating at the
new 6 GHz (3.5 GHz) 5G frequency band was studied through a 1:43 scale metallic car prototype of
10.5 cm length, measured at the R-band (220 GHz–330 GHz). The 1:43 scale metallic car corresponds
with a frequency range from 2.5 to 3.8 GHz. The results are differential measurements calculated from
the difference between the scattering image reconstructed by the imaging system with the antenna
(ON state or short-circuited monopole antenna) and without the antenna (OFF state or open-circuited
monopole antenna). Then, an analysis of the differential image provides key information about the
current car surface distribution.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 jointly develops the theoretical formulation—related
to the total image and differential image reconstruction process with the measurement description.
Section 3 includes the total image reconstruction for the different measurement cases. Section 4 shows
the results related to differential imaging. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.
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Figure 1. Measurement arrangements to explore the object in an XY plane using a positioning table.
Figure 1. Measurement arrangements to explore the object in an XY plane using a positioning table.
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Figure 1 shows the Tx and Rx antennas fixed in position,
and the object is moved using XY plane

→
geometry located at a distance of r t , on a set of positions Nx , N y across x-axis and y-axis, to gather a
2D array that includes monostatic measurements.
For targets with highly conductive behavior (σ  ωε0 ε0r ), like the metallic car used in this paper,
→

→

the equivalent currents tend to produce the conduction current J eq = σ E [9].
→ →
→
→
→ 
The equivalent current J eq r t , f ; r ti generates a scattered field ( E s ) in the point r ti of the object,
→

which is measured by the Rx antenna at each point of measurement. E s has the following equation:
→ →
E s r Rj ,

→

Z



f ; r ti = −jωµ0

→ →
J eq r t ,



→ 
→
→
f ; r ti G r Ri − r t , f dV

(2)

V0
→

where ω is the angular frequency, µ0 is the magnetic permeability in vacuum, J eq is the equivalent


→
→
current, and G r Ri − r t , f is the Green’s function that matches the geometry of the problem. For a
− jk r
√
3D measurement geometry, Green’s function is written as G(r) = e r b , where kb = ω µ0 ε0 εb .
→

For the case where the object is uniformly illuminated using high-directivity antennas, E s is
written as:
Z 

 

→ →
→ 
→
→
→
→
→ 
2
E s r R j , f ; r ti = −kb ( f )Ad
c r , f G r t − r ti , f G r Ri − r t , f dV
(3)
V0

where the parameters of the transmitter and receiver antennas are included in the complex constant
named Ad .
The total image reconstruction process introduced by the previous works [3,9–13]
→ is applied,
characterized as a bi-focusing technique using multi-frequency. The contrast factor c r is averaged
through the complete terahertz band and to the entire reconstruction space, which can be expressed as
→ →
→ 
X fmax XNT−R E s r R j , f ; r ti
→ →
→
→
→ 
e jkb ( f )(| r t − r ti |+| r Ri − r t |)
c r = Ao
2
i=1
fmin
kb ( f )

(4)

where the parameters of the transmitter and receiver antennas are included in the complex constant
called Ao . In order to reduce the computation times, fast Fourier transform (FFT) is used to solve
Equation (4).
2.2. Formulation of Differential Image Reconstruction Process
The two-step process, described in the previous paragraph, is composed of a first step—the direct
problem of obtaining the scattering fields produced by the external illumination responsible for the
creation of the currents into the object—and a second step—an inverse problem focusing back on
the previously obtained scattered fields to obtain an image of the currents created by the nearby
illuminating geometry.
Here, the goal is to obtain the currents created not by the external illuminating geometry but
by the vehicle antenna close to the object, but still using the same external illuminating geometry.
These vehicular antenna currents, as described below, should be considered as a differential contribution
for two different states: an ON state, or short-circuited monopole antenna, installing monopole in
contact with vehicle surface, and an OFF state, or open-circuited monopole antenna, removing the
monopole antenna.
To extract the differential impact of in-vehicle antenna radiation, the scattering fields will be
collected and the corresponding image of the currents on the surface of the vehicle will be obtained for
two successive states of the vehicle antenna: short-circuited and open-circuited [14].
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In the first case (the vehicle antenna in the ON, short-circuited state), the total scattered fields
→total
E ant−on

are produced by the combination of the scattered fields due to the currents created on the
→ext−illun

surface of the object by the external illuminating geometry E ant−on , the scattered fields due to the
→ant−str

structural currents flowing into the vehicle antenna structure without interacting with its port E ant−on ,
→ant−rad

and the scattered fields due to the antenna’s radiating mode, E ant−on [15]:
→total
E ant−on

→ext−illun

→ant−str

→ant−rad

= E ant−on + E ant−on + E ant−on

(5)

In the second case (vehicle antenna in the OFF, open-circuited state), the total scattered fields
→total
E ant−o f f

are produced by the combination of the scattered fields due to the currents created on the
→ext−illun

surface of the object by the external illuminating geometry E ant−o f f and the scattered fields due to the
→ant−str

structural currents flowing into the vehicle antenna structure without interacting with its port E ant−o f f .
→total
E ant−o f f

→ext−illun

→ant−str

= E ant−o f f + E ant−o f f

(6)

For the compact vehicle antenna, resonant antennas are utilized in most vehicles. Then, it may
be considered: (i) that interactions of a high order, such as reflections among external illuminating
geometry and vehicle antenna or vehicular platform, may be neglected since they are much smaller
than the rest; and (ii) that the scattered fields produced by the unchanged parts, like the vehicular
platform and the structure of the antenna, are approximately the same for both states of the vehicle
→ext−illun

→ext−illun

→ant−str

→ant−str

antenna: E ant−on  E ant−o f f and E ant−on  E ant−o f f .
Based on the previous assumption, the reconstructed currents above the vehicle surface
→di f

reconstructed from the differential scattered fields E ant can be established as:
→di f
E ant

→total

→total

→ant−rad

= E ant−on − E ant−o f f  E ant−on

(7)

being related to the currents produced by the radiating mode of the vehicle antenna, and Equation (4)
becomes:
!
 
→ 
→ 
→di f
di f →
total
cant r = f E ant  ctotal
(8)
ant−on r − cant−o f f r
2.3. Measurement Description and Configuration
The measurement device was a vector network analyzer (VNA) (Rohde Schwarz model ZVA 67).
One VNA port was connected to the frequency converter and the Tx antenna in which the converter
was mounted. In the same way, the other VNA port was connected to the frequency converter and the
Rx antenna was mounted in this converter as well. The frequency converters allow us to extend the
VNA operating frequency band up to 220–330 GHz [16]. The setup configuration developed in [3]
measured the S21 parameter (scattering parameter) in the terahertz band to reconstruct the image using
a UWB near-field multi-frequency bi-focusing algorithm.
The geometry for the measurement depicted in Figure 1 is used to estimate the distribution of
the induced currents on a metal car of 10 cm length—using a terahertz band for imaging—through
frequency-dimension scale translation to apply the novel concept of differential imaging.
The XY planar measurement geometry is used for illuminating the metallic vehicle using the
ultrawide-band (UWB) imaging radar system [3]. This illumination provides optimization of the
induced currents on the vehicular surface, although the vertical monopole antenna is installed
perpendicular but connected to the vehicle surface. One of the reasons for using a monopole antenna
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oriented in the direction of the Tx/Rx antennas is because, even when the excitation of the monopole
mode may be reduced, its mutual coupling with the Tx/Rx antennas is also reduced and so the multiple
reflections between them may certainly be neglected and, at the same time, the surface currents on top
of the vehicle due to the antenna should be visible—especially when the Tx/Rx antennas move out of
the perpendicular direction.
The object is placed on a radiofrequency-absorbing material located 0.5 m from the Tx/Rx antennas.
The separation between the Tx antenna with a frequency converter and the Rx antenna with a frequency
converter is 0.1 m, installed in a fixed position in order to avoid any perturbation in the measurement
associated with coaxial cables and converter movements. The object under measurement is placed on
Sensors 2020, 20, x
6 of 13
a positioning table that is capable of moving in two axes (x-axis and y-axis) with steps of 1 mm [16].
Figure 2 displays the frequency converter with the horn antenna mounted and the positioning table
with steps of 1 mm [16]. Figure 2 displays the frequency converter with the horn antenna mounted and
with the metallic car.
the positioning table with the metallic car.

Figure 2. Measurement setup.
Figure 2. Measurement setup.

The S21 parameter measurements were carried out by sweeping the frequency band from 220 GHz
The S21 parameter measurements were carried out by sweeping the frequency band from 220
to 330 GHz. The two-frequency converter equipment was manufactured by Rohde & Schwarz
GHz to 330 GHz. The
two-frequency converter equipment was manufactured by Rohde & Schwarz
(Munich, Germany)®
, with the model being the ZVA-Z325 Frequency Converter, J-Band WR-03 [17].
®
(Munich, Germany) , with the model being the ZVA-Z325 Frequency Converter, J-Band WR-03 [17].
Table 1 includes the VNA configuration parameters.
Table 1 includes the VNA configuration parameters.
Table 1. Vector network analyzer (VNA) configuration parameters.
Table 1. Vector network analyzer (VNA) configuration parameters.
Parameter

Parameter
Start
Startfrequency
frequency
End frequency
End
frequency
Sampling points
IntermediateSampling
frequencypoints
(IF) bandwidth
Intermediate
frequency
(IF) bandwidth
Emitting
power
Emitting power

Value

Value
220 GHz
GHz
220
330 GHz
3308192
GHz
18192
kHz
10 kHz
dBm
0 dBm

The Tx and Rx antennas were horns produced by Flann Microwave LTD (Cornwall,
The Tx and Rx antennas were horns produced by Flann Microwave LTD (Cornwall, United
United Kingdom) [18]. The selected horn model was the 32240-25, with a bandwidth (BW) from
Kingdom) [18]. The selected horn model was the 32240-25, with a bandwidth (BW) from 217 GHz to
330 GHz. The E and H plane gain was 23.70 dBi at 217 GHz and 26.99 dBi at 330 GHz. The E and H
plane beamwidth was 11.9° at 217 GHz and 7.8° at 330 GHz.
The selected object is a metallic car with a 1:43 scale and 10 cm length. This is a good model for
a real car, in terms of both shape and materials. The scale of the car corresponds with the frequency
range between 2.5 and 3.8 GHz. A short 15 mm metal wire was placed on top of the car to act as an
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217 GHz to 330 GHz. The E and H plane gain was 23.70 dBi at 217 GHz and 26.99 dBi at 330 GHz.
The E and H plane beamwidth was 11.9◦ at 217 GHz and 7.8◦ at 330 GHz.
The selected object is a metallic car with a 1:43 scale and 10 cm length. This is a good model for a
real car, in terms of both shape and materials. The scale of the car corresponds with the frequency
range between 2.5 and 3.8 GHz. A short 15 mm metal wire was placed on top of the car to act as an
Sensorsas
2020,
20, x in Figure 3. The measurement was performed with (ON state) and without
7 of 13 the
antenna,
shown
antenna (OFF state) mounted in the metallic car with the aim of estimating the induced current on the
car after using the imaging system to illuminate.
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Figure 3. A metallic car with an antenna for differential imaging.
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image is shown in Figure 4, which depicts the total image reconstruction without an antenna on top
of the metallic car with a frequency of 295 GHz–305 GHz. The top of the metallic car has a curvature
that generates a specific focused field distribution.

Figure
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car without
withoutanan
antenna.
Frequency
range:
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Figure
4. Focused
amplitude
themetallic
metallic car
antenna.
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(bandwidth
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Then,
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without
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FigureFigure
4. Focused
field amplitude
the metallic
car without
an antenna.
Frequency
range:
295 GHz– of
110 GHz,
sweeping
from
305 GHz
(bandwidth
(BW)220
= 10GHz
GHz). to 330 GHz. This bandwidth provides better resolution
performances, meaning the top of the metallic car can be identified in the image as a very clear
Then, Figure 5 presents the total image reconstructed without an antenna using a bandwidth of
110 GHz, sweeping from 220 GHz to 330 GHz. This bandwidth provides better resolution
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The bandwidth used to reconstruct the image is an important imaging parameter. The first image
is shown in Figure 4, which depicts the total image reconstruction without an antenna on top of the
metallic car with a frequency of 295 GHz–305 GHz. The top of the metallic car has a curvature that
generates a specific focused field distribution.
Then, Figure 5 presents the total image reconstructed without an antenna using a bandwidth of
Sensors
2020, 20, x from 220 GHz to 330 GHz. This bandwidth provides better resolution performances,
8 of 13
110 GHz,
sweeping
meaning the top of the metallic car can be identified in the image as a very clear reconstruction.
reconstruction. Additionally, Figure 5b highlights the focused field amplitude value and the
Additionally, Figure 5b highlights the focused field amplitude value and the distribution due to the
distribution due to the reflection in the top of the car, including some minor contributions around the
reflection
in the top of the car, including some minor contributions around the top of the car.
top of the car.

(a)

(b)
Figure
5. focused
The focused
amplitude
a metallic
car without
an antenna.
Frequency
range:220
220GHz–
Figure
5. The
fieldfield
amplitude
of a of
metallic
car without
an antenna.
Frequency
range:
GHz–330 GHz (BW = 110 GHz): (a) XY plane representation; (b) 3D representation of the focused
330 GHz (BW = 110 GHz): (a) XY plane representation; (b) 3D representation of the focused field.
field.

Figure 6 shows the total image reconstructed with the antenna installed on the top and using a
bandwidth of 110 GHz, from 220 GHz to 330 GHz. The maximum of the focused fields is identified
around the center of the top of the metallic car, where the antenna is installed. The antenna provides
reflectivity, but it is masked with the reflectivity of the metallic car top in the graph.
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Figure 6 shows the total image reconstructed with the antenna installed on the top and using a
bandwidth of 110 GHz, from 220 GHz to 330 GHz. The maximum of the focused fields is identified
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around
the center of the top of the metallic car, where the antenna is installed. The antenna provides
reflectivity, but it is masked with the reflectivity of the metallic car top in the graph.
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In Figure 8, it can be identified that the strong central spot corresponding to the antenna has
disappeared and, instead, the nearby currents to the antenna are visualized. The maximum can be
clearly identified.
Figure 9 depicts the current distribution calculated as a differential focused field amplitude using
a frequency range from 295 GHz to 305 GHz (BW = 10 GHz) to assess influence of bandwidth in
differential imaging.
The differential focused field amplitude is higher with a bandwidth of 10 GHz around 300 GHz
compared with a BW of 110 GHz from 220 GHz to 330 GHz. This effect is due to the gain variation
of the horns across the frequency range. The imaging system performs an averaging through all the
bandwidths, and the horn antenna gain variation generates this change in the amplitude, with higher
amplitude when the BW is lower. However, the image resolution is better when the BW is greater [3].
If the application requires high resolution, then the BW parameter should be maximized.
5. Conclusions
In this work, an application of the approach in the near-field exploration of metallic objects
explained in [3] is used to perform the focusing of a metallic car with and without a monopole antenna
in order to estimate the induced currents on the vehicle surface using a differential methodology.
This method makes it possible to estimate the distribution of the currents induced by the antenna on the
vehicle’s surface using a very simple method, which is also combined with the frequency-dimension
scale translation.
The technique presented in [3] has been extended to a different measurement scenario in a 3D
scan in the terahertz band and by using the differential current concept as both a novel form and a
major contribution.
The findings verify that, while distance discrimination increased with the bandwidth, the transverse
resolution (XY plane) did not change significantly.
The results show promising performance from this technique using differential currents, as depicted
in the 300 GHz band. Gaining knowledge of these vehicle-antenna-created currents may offer hints
regarding the impact produced by the shapes (borders and corners), discontinuities (slots and windows),
or materials (composition or roughness) introduced into the vehicular platform.
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